
 
The pace in this year’s Seabiscuit should be honest with sun shaded contention and 40 Speed 
Rate as Ritzy AP should go for the early lead with Om stretching out to 1-1/16 after finishing 
second in the Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint behind his stablemate Belvoir Bay at five furlongs on 
the turf. Prince Earl should be tracking those two in third early with horses such as Sacred Life, 
Ronald R, and Next Shares waiting to pounce.  

 
#8 Ronald R is a perfect three for three this year and more importantly two of those victories 
occurred over this Del Mar turf course including an Allowance N2X victory on September 2 
where he received an excellent ride by today’s rider Drayden Van Dyke as his TACTIC+ saw 
him receiving “covered up inside out trip, bobbing heads to the wire finishing in photo win.” The 



horse that he was bobbing heads to the wire, Cleopatra’s Strike returned to win Grade 2 John 
Henry Turf Championship at Santa Anita in his next start. That win was at 1-⅛ miles and he 
proved the turnback to one-mile would pose no issue as he scored his first stakes victory in the 
Lure Stakes at 13-1 where he CLOSE with the FLOW of the race as a very fast pace flattered 
his late kick. He ideally placed in the OptixPlot as a square in Quadrant II-IV with anticipated 
honest pace to set up for his late kick. The son of Nathaniel returns to his favorite turf course in 
career form and should be hint of a price with all the attention centered around the Chad Brown 
trained Sacred Life.  
 
The Play: 
WIN bet on #8 Ronald R at 5-1 or better.  
Main Exacta: #8 with #5. Small reverse.  
 

 
The pace of this year’s Grade 1 Hollywood Derby appears to be moderate with light sun and 
008 Speed Rate. However, the presence of Kingly, Neptune’s Storm, Uncle Bull, Mo Forza, and 



Mr. Dumas not too far behind making this year’s Hollywood Derby a faster than normal event 
with medium to large sized circles centered around Quadrant I.  
 

 
 
If the pace materializes with the amount of circles in Quadrant I two horses stand an excellent 
chance to take advantage of that pace scenario. The first horse that will be higher price is #10 
Moody Jim where he has won two of his previous four starts and in his two defeats where he 
crossed the wire fourth and sixth respectively he had legitimate excuses. In his North American 
debut he rallied from eleventh and last to finish fourth in a race with the OptixNote X_FLOW 
SAVED as he saved ground throughout and rallied strongly to finish fourth behind a slow pace 
set by the uncontested gate to wire winner. After breaking his maiden impressively in his next 
start over subsequent Gr. 2 Twilight Derby winner Mo Forza and runner-up 
Succeedandsurpass. I thought he had excellent shot in the Gr 2 Del Mar Derby where he could 
not save ground NO COVER and was defeated by 2-¾ lengths behind rail skimming rally of 
Nolde. According to Trackus he covered 47 feet, 50 feet, and 39 feet more than the first three 
finishers in this better than looked performance because of the wide trip. He turned back to one 
mile and closed with the FLOW to win by a nose over Wound Tight who returned to run second 
beaten a neck in a similar race and North County Guy who returned to win Allowance N1X gate 
to wire. He is ideally placed as a square OptixPlot in Quadrant II and with Flavien Prat 
remaining aboard expect him to produce that late kick as a hint of a price in a wide open 
Hollywood Derby. 
 

 
The second horse that will likely get attention is the Chad Brown trained #4 Digital Age. He won 
his first three starts before suffering his first defeat in the Grade 1 Belmont Derby. He has 
disappointed in his next three starts including an eighth place finish Jockey Club Derby 
Invitational at 1-½ miles. However, each of those defeats had legitimate excuses. In the 
Saratoga Derby Invitational the OptixNote extended comment stated he ran a “winning type 



effort, only runner making any sort of ground on the LONE winner,” A Thread of Blue who got 
away with a moderate pace on the front end. In the Jockey Club Derby Invitational on 
September 7, he received TACTIC- ride from Javier Castellano as he wide with NO_COVER 
throughout and made a premature move to challenge the pacesetter A Thread of Blue on the 
backstretch and into the far turn was wrapped up towards the wire. In his last start, Hill Prince at 
today’s 1-⅛ distance at Belmont Park, he encountered a TRAFFIC filled trip where he “steadied 
in the run into the first turn,” and was attempting to rally into a slow pace where the first two 
finishers ran 2nd and 1st around the race track. The Invisible Spirit colt deserves another 
chance with his excellent draw in post position four and presence of medium to large circles in 
Quadrant I to aid his late kick.  
 
The Play: 
WIN bet on #10 Moody Jim at 5-1 or better.  
Main Exacta Box: #4, #10.  
 

 
The pace scenario in this restricted $16,000 claiming event appears to very contentious with 
flaming contention sign but only a 012 Speed Rate. Since the majority of these abbreviated 



sprint events are won by horses on or near the front end, horses such as Saddle Bar, Reedley, 
and Jen Go Unchained as all three horses are preferred squares in both the OptixPlot Standard 
and Surface and Distance.  
 

 
He has finished off the board in his last three starts but #9 Jen Go Unchained is a juicy 15-1 and 
ideally fits on the OptixPlot Standard and Surface and Distance and that gives this Coil gelding 
a big chance to spring the upset. After breaking his maiden on July 24 over this same Del Mar 
main track and distance, he had no excuse fourth place finish where he could not KEEP up with 
the leaders after stalking in a comfortable spot early finishing fifth behind another perfect trip 
stalking winner Call You Tomorrow. He faced restricted $25,000 on September 29 where he 
finished fifth with the OptixNote extended comment “chased between horses and behind 
pacesetter not ideal trip for this one, needs to be handled more aggressively and not behind 
horses.” In his last start, he delivered another NO_KEEP effort where he “pushed the 
pacesetting place finisher,” and tired to fourth. He now drops to a career low with three works 
between races and is reunited with Agapito Delgadillo who rode him to his maiden victory and 
his runner-up effort on June 9. Drawn ideally outside of the other speed Eskimo Kisses, Saddle 
Bar, and Reedley and returning to his preferred distance he should the pace prompting trip in 
the clear and could huge price for the red hot Mike Puype barn.  
 
The Play:  
WIN bet on #9 Jen Go Unchained  
Main Exactas: #9 over #4, #5. Small reverse.  
 



 
The pace of the finale a maiden special weight for two-year olds on the turf has snowflake 
contention that indicates a pace scenario that could favor horses on or near the front end with 
Impossible Task going straight to the front with Tiz A Magician not too far behind pressing the 
pace in second early. Horses that will be chasing that pair include One Fast Bro, Champers, 
and Fredericktown.  
 

 
The two morning line favorites Forever Poe and Impossible Task will make their first start 
around two turns and normally those two can be considered a strong contender if the race did 
not have horses proven around two turns. One horse, has been bothered by very wide trips in 



his previous starts around two turns and hopefully turn he can actually save some ground. #2 
Eddy Forever is winless in three starts including his first two starts on the turf but his last two 
starts where he crossed the wire fourth and third respectively are better than the running lines 
would indicate. In his second start, he broke from post position eleven in eleven horse where he 
a WIDE MOVE in a BLANKET finish where OptixNotes extended comment stated “inside out trip 
wide off turn through the lane and against profile; inside paths favorable on the turf,” in a race 
where the winner a first time starter Goliad rallied along the favorable inside part of the turf 
course as Eddy Forever was parked widest of all through the turn and in the stretch. He 
switched to the main track in his last start where was compromised by another wide journey in a 
highly rated maiden race won by Honor A.P. The son of Medaglia D’Oro broke from post 
position nine in nine horse field, he had SLOG X_WIDE trip with OptixNotes extended comment 
“mild rush caught outside horses to get into the race, winner by open lengths and place finisher 
also clear of the rest.” Drayden Van Dyke who rode this colt in his last start remains in the irons 
and draws a much better post in two after drawing the outermost post positions in his last two 
starts. He should be overlooked with his ugly recent running lines but if he can encounter better 
trip he can spring a surprise to close the the Pick 6 with a Double carryover of $125,000 plus in 
the pool.  
 
The Play:  
#2 Eddy Forever to WIN at 5-1 or better.  
Main Exactas: #2 over #12, #13. Small reverse.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


